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Celebration To featoire

r

"Pindar, does your tux still fit?"

Tartaoi

Those were Lynne Owens' first words when she placed
her call to Chicago's McCormick Theological Seminary.

It was Lynne's way of announcing that she will rule
over the traditional Color Day festivities.
The

brown-eye-

Celebration of the 58th Annual Color Day continues
tonight with the third performance of William Saroyan's
The Time of Your Life at 8:15 in Scott Auditorium and the
Queen's Ball in Babcock at 9:30.

r

Music Education major is a J.R. for

d

Holden's Second Main.

.

.

-

Hailing from Pottstown, Pa., Lynne is a soprano in
the Girls' Chorus and plays piano in a trio of Wooster coeds.

j
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A member

of Peanuts, she was pledge president and
hellmaster for the club this fall.
Lynn is engaged to Bill Pindar, a Third Section alumnus,
who will leave his
studies for the weekend to
participate in her coronation.
pre-ministeri- al

Last year's queen, Emily McQueen, is Lynne's Big
Sister and was born in the same hospital in Pottstown, although the two queens didn't meet until they came to Wooster.
Asked what her manager Skip Baker has done in planning the festivities, Lynne answered, "Everything!"

A

"Being queen is supposed to make you proud, but instead it has made me appreciative," said Lynne. "The fun
of it is getting everyone in it."
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Honesty degrees

Recehfe

Commencement weekend will begin Friday, June 8, from the University of Edinburgh
highlighted that morning by a talk by Mr. William Craig on in 1928.
In 1953 he became Executive
and a talk on
"Eugene O'Neill: His Quest
Vice President of Davis and
"The Problem of Economic Growth: The Challenge of the
College and has been this
Sixties by Professor Hans Jenny;
institution's president since 1954.
Re-evaluate-

d"

El-ki-

ns

President's home in the afternoon.
on Monday five men will receive
honorary degrees as part of the
92nd graduation.
Friday afternoon will feature
the alumni golf tournament, open
houses at Andrews Library and
new Holden wing, the west wing
of Kauke and Severance Hall, a
talk on "Modern Painting: An
Idiom for Today" by Professor
Donald MacKenzie, Phi Beta Kappa initiation and tea and reception for alumni by Dr. Lowry.
The "W" Association will hold
its dinner and reunion in the evening followed by open house parties for class reunions.
The Friends of the Library will
hear a talk on "The Reasons for
History a Study in Confusion"
by George Ernest Wright, Wooster
'31, at their meeting Saturday
morning. The Alumni Association
will hold its annual meeting also
on Saturday morning.
Alums Parade
The alumni parade will begin
at 6:00 Saturday evening followed
by the alumni banquet and the
senior-alumn- i
dance in the evening.
Baccalaureate services will bed
gin at 10:30 Sunday morning
by the academic procession
at 10. President Lowry will give
the baccalaureate address.
A reception for seniors and
their parents will be held at the
pre-ceede-

Mr. Biebel received the A.B.
Dr. Richard Gore will direct
from Wooster in 1930, the
degree
Vaughan Williams' "Dona Nobis
A.M. and the M.F.A. degrees from
Pacem" at 8:15 in the chapel.
Princeton in 1933 and 1934.
Receive Degrees
From 1934 to 1937 Mr. Biebel
The men to receive the degrees was the Assistant Curator of City
are: David Kell Allen, Doctor of Art Museum, St. Louis.
Divinity; Franklin Matthews Bie-be- l,
In 1943 he became associated
the Doctor of Fine Arts; John with the Frick Collection in New
Lyon Collyer the Doctor of Hu- York City as lecturer and research
manities ; Laurence M c K i n 1 e y assistant. He has served this founGould, the Doctor of Letters, and dation successively as Assistant, to
William Frederic Miller, the Doc- the Director, as Assistant Director of Music.
tor, and since 1951, as Director.
Mr. Allen received the B.A. de- He is a contributor to art jourgree from the College of Woos- nals.
Mr. Collyer is Director and
ter in 1922. He received hisS.T.B.
degree from Western Theological Chairman of the Executive
on Page Eight)
Seminary in 1925, and a Ph.D.
Com-(Continu-

Craig

ed

tivity of the past three and a half
months.
Mr. William C. Craig, chairQualifications
man of the committee seeking a
new pastor
for Westminster "As your representative, we are
Church, has released the follow- seeking a pastor who will qualify
ing report of the activities of his in every respect for the challenge
of this ministry, an effective
committee:
preacher, devoted, personable and
"In reply to interested and sinmature intellectually and spiritucere inquiry, for the members of
ally. We are determined to find
Committee,
the
that right man who, in God's proI desire to report to you our ac- vidence, will be a distinguished
preacher, pastor, minister, counselor and messenger of the Gospel.
(See SCA story, page 3)

Pastor-Nominatin- g

segregation ended as a p.m., in Galpin. Freshman women
women's will draw at 7 p.m. on Tuesday.
proposal for inter-clas- s
dormitories was passed at WedWomen register at Dean Frey's
nesday's chapel hour meeting of
office from Wednesday until Frithe WSGA.
According to the proposal, day noon. On Monday, May 21,
5
freshmen coeds will remain in Juniors will choose rooms at
7
sophomores
Wagner,
at
in
Holden, but upperclasswomen will p.m.
be "naturally integrated" in Bab- p.m. in Galpin. Freshmen are to
cock, Wagner, Compton and Hol- choose at 7 p.m. in Galpin on
Tuesday, May 22:
den Annex.
Prior to room registration, each
Room drawing for coeds will
must have submitted her
woman
begin on Monday, with juniors
fee.
at 7 p.m. and sophomores at 8 $50.00
Class

on

pre-registrati-

NEARS

Dedication ceremonies for
Andrews Library will take
place next weekend as the
magnificent structure nears
completion.
Built at a cost of one and
one-ha- lf
million dollars, the
Library will be open for use
next fall.
Honored guest at the ceremonies will be Mrs. Mabel
Andrews whose gift of one
million dollars made construction of the library possible.
Also on hand for the dedication will be the poet Robert
Frost and the editorial head
of Time Inc., world's largest
magazine publisher, Henry
Luce.
Mr. Frost will read selections of his poetry next Friday afternoon at 4 in the
chapel. Mr. Luce will give the
R.

dedicatory address at ceremonies Saturday morning in
the chapel.
Both men will receive hon-

orary degrees as part of the
dedication.
.

The traditional activities began
with Wednesday night's performance of Saroyan's play and continued last night as Queen Lynne
Owens banqueted at the Wooster
Inn. Guests included the queen's
parents and her
escort, Bill Pindar, her fiance
and a student at
McCormick Theological Seminary.
The Tartan
Faire opens in
the stadium at 9
tomorrow morn- ing.
Nancy
Booths at the
carnival will include an alchemist's shop, a stilt obstacle course,
a dunking chair, silhouette studio,
miniature golf and sponge throw.
General admission to the carnival and coronation is $1, with
reserved seats selling for $1.50
and box seating for $2.00. Children under 12 will be admitted
for 50c.

"The committee has held 10
lengthy meetings. We have sought
and have received suggestions
from the congregation, students,
parents of students, alumni of the
college, church officials, minister,
guest preachers, faculty members,
members of the College Board of
Trustees, and various seminary
faculties. No suggestion has been
ignored. Every suggestion has
been investigated. Our files bulge
with hundreds of letters of recom- DIAMOND NEEDLES $3.49

mendation and replies to our inquiries. Additional suggestions
come to us daily. Committee members have traveled as much as
2000 miles over a single weekend.
As much as 60 hours in a week
have been devoted to the assignment by individual members of
the committee. Thus far, 10 recommended preachers have been
heard by some or all members of
the committee. Additional visitations are scheduled.
High Standard
"We have set a high standard
and, in keeping with your wishes
and ours, we will not be satisfied
with mediocrity in any phase of
the challenge represented in the
ministry here. Our assignemnt is
taking more time than we had
hoped, but we can report that the
field is narrowing and we hope
that, with God s guidance, we will
be able to direct your attention
to that man intended to for this
call.

Present Students
Sign Honor Code
Before Returning
3

May 17.
Copies of the code will be
available before registration day.
Any student who seriously feels
himself unable to participate in
and support the Honor System

must apply to the Academic
Board in person before leaving
the campus at the end of this
semester. The Board will carefully consider such conscientious
objectors.
If exception to the Code is
granted, the student must assume
the responsibility of making arrangements with the professor for
taking examinations.
After June 1, 1962 no applications for
in the
Honor System will be considered.
on

The Code goes into effect in
the fall.

roup

to the members of Westminster
Church in the near future.

Other members of the commit
tee besides Mr. Craig are students
Connie Bartlett, Susan Dinklaee

and James Sundberg and regular
members Mr. Harry Domhoff, Mr.
Gray Multer, Mr. August Schmitt-henneMrs. H. W. Stewart and
Mrs. Robert N. Wright. Mr. Clark
Bricker and Dr. Howard Lowry
members of the comare
r,

e-offi-

,

(

Owens

and her

trainbearers Ray
Eberts and Brian
Lumbatis. She
will be crowned
b y last year's
R.

Mc"

iueen

Queen.

Tomorrow afternoon's athletic

All members of the present
freshman, sophomore and junior
classes who plan to enroll for the
school year 1962-6must sign a
of
statement
adherence to the Academic Honor Code at registration,

non-participati-

be--

gin with a modern dance interpretation of the
changing seasons
by Orchesis.
Next, Chris Day
and Bob McCau-la- y
will present
a comedy trampoline routine.
The Scot Band
Bee
i
will play as
pages Barb Croyle and Ann Strat-to- n
announce the procession.
Flower girls Kathy Ling and Lyn-or- a
Williams and crown bearer
Fred Norris will precede the
Color Day Court.
Members of the court Judy
Turner, Barb Taylor, Barb Regen,
Bee Johnson and Nancy Stauffer
will meet escorts at the stadium
end of the runway descending
from the flag
pole.
Last in the
procession will
be Queen Lynne

Barbara

cio

mittee.

events include a track meet with
Mt. Union, golf with Hiram, ten-

nis with Heidelberg, all at 1 p.m.
and baseball with Mt. Union at
3 o'clock.
A WSGA tea at 3:30 in Babcock will entertain mothers and
daughters.
The dance tomorrow night to
be emceed by Dave Danner will
feature Canton's George Conway
Orchestra. Four
freshmen from
Scot Cottage
and Mel Ankeny
with a Victor
Borge routine
will entertain.
Tickets will cost
$1 per couple.
Wooster alumnus Dr. Frederick E. Christian
Barbara T.
will be visiting
minister at Westminster Church
Sunday morning at 10:30. He is
pastor of the Presbyterian church
in Westfield, N.J.
As a finale to the weekend's
events, the Scot Symphonic Band
will present a concert on the quad
at 3 p.m.
Erik Leidzen's English March,
William Rhoads'
Musica

Sympa-tica- ,

d
and
Gap, the
overture by Ford
Foundation coms
poser Joseph
are among
contemporary selections to be
played.
Barbara Vos-kui- l,
Judy
Ken Hook
and Larry Stern will play the
familiar Bugler's Holiday.
Conducting the band in William Latham's Court Festival,
a suite in 16th century style, will
be senior Stan Ryberg.
Cum-berlan-

Jen-ken-

Competence Exam Tests Writing Skill

The examination testing writing
competence will be given at 8:30
a.m. on Thursday, May 17, in
lower Galpin. Students who intend to take the examination
should sign the list in the Registrar's Office by Saturday, May 12.
Students who have received a
B
or higher in Liberal Studies
102, a B
or higher in Expository Writing 201, or a passing
grade in Expository Writing 202
Ask Patience
"We ask for your patience, your are exempt from the examination
and have satisfied the requirecooperation and your prayers.
ment.

A similar report will be sent

11 a.m. will

The coronation scheduled for

hmhb s Wrk 0'f fmtw hmmrn

Women Vote On Integrated Dorms,
Motion For '62
Approve Inter-clas- s

Mi, CoroMiio&i

Those taking the examination
,

on Thursday morning will have
three hours in which to write a
essay on one of several
topics provided at that time. Dictionaries and copies of Perrin's
Writer's Guide will be available
in the examination room.
Students will be suspended
from college and prevented from
registering for a fifth semester
unless they meet the writing requirement by one of the above
four methods, set forth on pages
57 and 58 of the current catalog.
500-wor- d
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Eedectf Policy
The Student Senate has run into another Galpin brick
on how
wall, this time in its efforts to get a break-dowactivities fees are spent, on how much each organization
which receives a portion of the fee is allotted per capita.
"It's a policy of the Board of Trustees not to release
these figures," was the only explanation President Morten-seor Treasurer Tilton could get.
Individual organizations, e.g. Senate, Index, Voice, can
find out how much they receive for their own efforts but no
more than this. Especially in light of the recent 100 per cent
increase in the activities fee, many would find it interesting
to know how their money is being spent.
The Voice does not object to the increase in the activities
fee as recipients of an extra dollar per year per student,
we are grateful. The Board of Trustees is undoubtedly correct
n

un-clarifi- ed

GaloA.
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ruAinn SOCCER
SHOULD
STATUS

i

CHANGE?

To the Editor:
In the article on the proposed
three million dollar Phvs Ed cen
ter, last week's Voice mentioned
that the faculty voted against accepting any new varsity sports
because of the present limited
facilities. We feel that this should
not apply to varsity soccer for
two important reasons:
1. With two years of competi- tion against other colleges behind us and a third, larger season
scheduled for next fall, soccer at
Wooster is no longer in the "new
sport" category.
2. As illustrated by last year's
season, varsity soccer would not
over-tathe present physical facilities.
Perhaps many students and
faculty are not aware of the de
tails supporting these points. Two
years ago a fanatic sophomore
obtained permission to start inter
collegiate soccer for Wooster on
a trial basis. That fall Wooster
soccer players had a six game,
unofficial j.v. season against other
colleges.
Last year the Athletic Depart- ment gave us a soccer field just
east of Wagner and helped us
arrange hve away games and one
home game with varsity teams of
the Ohio Conference. With the
valuable assistance of Tom Bine
and the Scot bus, about 25 soccer
zealots carried through this varsity season.
Ironically,
as a competitive
team in the Ohio Conference, we
were recognized as a varsity by
every school but our own; all we
lacked to quality for Wooster var
sity status was a member of the
r. L. department as coach and
faculty approval.
Moreover, soccer did not over
tax the physical facilities last fall
(we did not use the locker rooms
for practice) and we could oper
ate under the same conditions next
fall.
For this coming fall, eight
games with soccer teams of the
Ohio Conference (Oberlin, Ohio
Wesleyan, Kenyon, etc.) have al- ready been scheduled and four of
them will be played on home
ground. Wooster is once again a
full member of the Ohio Conferx

1962 editor: Maybe you former editors can help me. I have
to write an editorial about Color Day and everything I
can think of sounds so trite.
1905 editor l Why don't you tell them about the first Color
Day? It was planned the year I was editor by the seniors
at President Holden's suggestion. We all wore black and
gold and went to the chapel to sing Wooster songs and hear
speeches on the glories of Wooster. I predicted in my
editorial the next week, "The possibilities of such an occasion were made apparent and it is safe to predict that
future celebrations of this day will be red letter events
in Wooster college history."
1962 editor: You were a good prophet. I could say it has
more than fulfilled your expectations.
1937 editor: We had a Queen and pageant as well as track
meet and baseball game and an art exhibit. I remember
seconding the hopes for good weather and the wishes of the
Queen and her Court that any slip-up- s
would occur behind
the trees.
1932 editor: My editorial thanked all the people who had
helped and emphasized that this was a student event, over
250 were participating, put on for alumni and friends. Mrs.
Herbert Hoover was a special guest that year.
1962 editor: Three years ago the Voice of America broadcast the events and last year the Tartan Faire replaced
the pageant, but there's no particularly new feature this
year. Maybe since Color Day is a traditional event, I
can be excused for saying the traditional things a wish
for a happy reign to Queen Lynne Owens, a thank you to
all who participate in and arranged for the weekend's events
and a welcome to all the alumni, friends and families of
students who have come to enjoy the 58th annual Color
Day.
ence.
A

School

euy jbeecd

In the local election last Tuesday the voters of the
Wooster School District rejected a 7.8 mill increase in the
school operating levy. This result will, to be sure, restrict
efforts to improve Wooster's public education system. But
the issue was not black and white, and each side had both
valid and invalid arguments.
The proposed 7.8 mill increase was a very considerable
one. The opposition to the levy complained bitterly that the
increase was too sudden, unexpected, and behind-the-bacThe fact is, though, that a sizable bond issue for new construction was passed a few years ago.
The new buildings and increased facilities from this
bond issue to a large degree necessitated the School Board's
request for the increased operating levy. Obviously when any
citizen votes for necessary new construction, he ought to realize that when the new facilities go into use, operating ex-

trial of soccer has
been successfully completed, with
two-yea-

r

as voice
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$12,000 would accumulate each that: "In any academic program
year. How is all this money to implying that one subject is as
be spent? One dollar of the in- good and rewarding in humane
crease is still unaccounted for. Of terms as another is, a sense of
the old activity fee, $1 remained value atrophies . . . " (wastes
unallotted. This amounts to over away) .
$2400 each year. For what purThis statement is now obviously
pose is this money used, if any? true. On the one hand people are
These figures may seem confus- condemning students for athletic
ing. Furthermore, in some cases interests, and on the other they
they may be incorrect. This is are praising students for high
exactly the problem; we" don't grades. Both parties seem to me
know what is being done with to have let their sense of values
this approximately
$72,000 a atrophy, and are relying on superyear we pay as student activity ficial standards of value.
In the first place, most liberal
fees. In light of the vagaries and
inconsistencies in the present ar- arts colleges offer majors in
rangement, I feel the College has Physical Education without a sigan obligation to clarify the situa- nificant loss of prestige. Whether
tion by publishing the correct this department is a scapegoat
WHERE WILL ALL
for weak minds will become obfigures
THE MONEY GO?
vious on meeting the person, not
To the Editor:
Tim Tilton
Student Senate Treasurer from learning his major.
Three weeks ago President
Any college will have its less
Lowry announced that student acillustrious
alumni, and they could
tivity fees would be increased 100
SHALLOW STANDARDS
as easily be majors in Economics
percent, from $30 to $60. Since
as in P.E.
the Senate's allotment of these To the Editor:
the
In
past
couple
issues
the
of
In the second place, I feel that
fees was increased only 25 percent
(from $4 to $5), I became inter- V oice, there have been letters probably 50 percent of the stuested in discovering which organi- from faculty and students reflect- dents entering Wooster could
zations were to benefit from this ing a surprisingly shallow criter- make Phi Beta Kappa if they
ion for judgment of human be; worked diligently and took only
increase.
Questioning Galpin elicited the ings. In Dr. Howard Lowry's The the courses easiest for them.
(Continued on Page Eight)
information that it was the policy Mind's Adventure, he remarks
of the Board of Trustees and the
College not to release figures
showing how receipts from activity fees were disbursed. I can
see no justification for this policy.
Supposedly these fees are for
by Jim Pope
student groups such as the Senate,
Voice, Index, athletic teams, band
and speech.
America has a unique political system in that it is domTherefore, while the students
inated by only two major political parties. Each party
don't need to know how tuition,
a wide sector of the political spectrum. Each has its
etc., are to be spent, one would
.
1
think we have every right to know radicals the Democrats have the ADA, and the Repubh
i
.i.t-i- i
how activity fees are spent. Here cans nave
tne
riirchers and each
ther philosophy of the Northern
has its moderates.
are my findings in this area.
It is interesting to note that
There is a difference, however, liberals.
the six organizations mentioned and for each party to be fully
Bruce Alger, the lone Republiabove are collectively to receive effective, the line must be more can representative from Texas,
3510 ol the recent $30 increase. sharply drawn. There is a definite has resisted
t
efforts by
The speech budget, limited at need for party realignment, and Democrats coupled with labor
present, received no increase.
the most prominent example is unions to defeat him. The recent
As far as I can tell from, my in the South.
victory of John Tower in the speresearch, of the remaining $20, $9
Many Southerners are maver- cial senatorial election in Texas
will be added to health fees and icks in the Democrat Party, and has led to a building up of Re$10 will go to a new student union have usually voted with the Re- publican organization and has
fund. Previously health fees were publicans except on issues such sparked mass Resignation Rallies
$32 and not a part of the activity as civil rights and party control of in which there is a mass transferfee. Now evidently $9 of the in- Congress.
ring of loyalties from the Democreased health fee is to be taken
There are signs that the Repub- crat Party to the Republican
from the "activity fee," the other lican Party is picking up strength Party.
$32 will not.
in the "Solid South." Southerners
The most significant of these is
If $10 is the proper figure for who have long been individualists
Cox, the present Republican
Jack
the student union allotment, over are coming to reject the big bro- candidate for governor, who ran
as a Democrat in the last election.
At
the state government level,
NOT TH
there have been Republicans
OgAt kith
elected
to state legislatures in
TH ft6XT
which S
both South Carolina and Texas.
Newly formed Republican orsrrvATMju
ganizations are preparing to battle
for Senate and House seats in
South Carolina, Georgia, Texas
and Florida. In many places it
is the first time a Republican has
run since Reconstruction days.
The Republican Party in the
South is growing, and it is a party
of young men with a future ahead
of them.
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Party realignment is a necessity
for effective party organization.
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It is not the cure for the many

ills that beset the American party
system, but it is one of the steps
in the right direction.
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interest. andi participation increas
ing for its second season as is
witnessed by the enormous crowd
which turned out for our only
home game. The soccer team already exists! It has an adequate
field and has gathered together
basic equipment. It is recognized
in the Ohio Conference and all
that is needed for varsity status
is a coach and faculty approval.
Next fall soccer will be in its
third year. For how many seasons
must soccer prove itself before
obtaining permanent status?
Jim Sundberg
Dallas Jones
John Lathrop

J?

k.

penses will increase.
The proposed increase would have seriously burdened
some older residents who have no income to speak of, but
who have considerable taxable property. A considerable revision of the tax structure in regard to this problem might
well be in order. If that is the case, might it not be wiser
to propose revision seriously than simply to vote "no" to
the increased operating levy?

Friday, May 11, 1962
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in its action.
We do object to the policy of secrecy in regards to an
itemization of the activities fee. This is another of the
policies of this school (See editorial, "Dual Responsibility, May 4, 1962) which gives the administration a guilty
appearance and can only lead to misunderstanding and ill
feelings.
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Dr. George Hughes, Hayes Memorial speaker.
May 15:
Mr. Khan, visiting professor of
religion, will speak.
May 17:
No chapel, due to Junior and
Senior competence exams.

May 18:
Skip James and the Triple
Quartet will play.
May 21:
The last Senior Chapel.
May 22:
President Lowry.

Plan Autumn Play
The Miracle Worker, the story
of Helen Keller, will be the
Homecoming Play next fall. This
play opened on Broadway in 1960
for an extended run.

Friday, May 11, 1962
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Sophs Declare History Majors;
English Ranks In Second P ace
Of 271 declarations made to date, history, English, ciology,
Science,
Sociology-Englisand
chemistry and economics are the most popular subjects for
majors in the current sophomore class.
The distribution of majors over
There are no new majors in Men's Physical Education,
Speech-Politic-

al

French-Spanis-

h

German or Greek as yet.
History, with nearly twice as
many new majors as any other
department, is the choice of 55
sophomores, already 15 more than
last year's total with declarations
still coming in.
Seven students will combine
history in joint majors with religion, English, economics, chemistry, sociology and Latin.

the past three years, including this
I
Latin and Art, with four and year's still incomplete list, is as
ii
nine majors respectively, have in- tollows:
creased markedly in number of
Class of '62
'63
'64
majors.
7
9
5
Joint major combinations with Art
Biology
17
20
9
subjects other than history are Chemistry
32
21
28
1

Biology-Chemistr-

Best Looking Frosh
425

Chemists Study
On Scholarships

After Graduation

second-generatio-

n

m,

1

235-pounLL
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Opera Company

Opens In Autumn
Opera will come to Wooster
next October when the Godovsky
Opera Company performs Verdi's
La Traviata.
The
company will present the opera in Severance Gymnasium, according to Dr. Richard
Gore, music department head.
Dr. Boris Godovsky, who has
been called "the champion of
opera for the people," has worked
for several years in Cleveland
with va r i o u s
y
groups such as the Cleveland
OrHigh School Symphony
chestra and Chorus.
To eliminate the necessity for
portable scenery and to make
possible performance in a small
area, the Godovsky Company
makes use of projection scenery,
a device which projects slides on
a screen.
35-voi-

ce

non-profession-

al

All-Cit-

Stanford Job
French major Sigrid Bruggman
has been awarded an assistantship
at Stanford University where she
will study and teach French.
Speech major Beverly Driver
has received a $1700 assistantship
in German at the University of
Indiana, where she will teach one
r
course and work on her
master's degree.
Two coeds have received music
scholarships for next year. Junior
Diane Peacock, a piano major
and student of Mr. Daniel Winter,
has been given a scholarship from
Pi Kappa Lambda, national music
honorary.
The Parmelee scholarship has
been awarded to sophomore Cathy
Long, who is majoring in violin.
She is a student of Mr. Michael
five-hou-

m

Economics
English
French
Geology .
German
History

Religion-So- -

y,

English has replaced chemistry To Don
Dinks
as second place holder with 29
Right now it looks as if there
majors. Chemistry is one behind
be about 425 newcomers
will
with 28. Economics, now in fourth
place, will have 22 new majors. sporting dinks on campus next
September.
Among departments with notThat's one prediction from Dr.
able popularity increases, SocioCope, Director of AdmisRobert
logy and Geology have shown
sions about the class of '66. Others
gains.
are more tentative.
Selected from a field of 1,000
applicants, the class includes
seven National Merit Scholars and
20 Presbyterian Scholars.
Seventy per cent of the class
hails from out of state, with about
a 10 per cent increase in students
from the East, especially from the
Senior chemistry majors have New Englad area.
received grants for further study
More students from private
at universities all over the coun- schools are coming next year.
try.
Slightly fewer
Wooster students than usual
William Bishop, a National
been accepted.
will
have
winner,
Merit Scholarship
work toward a Ph.D. with the
According to Dr. Cope, a high
received
has
he
scholarship
$2250
percentage of the incoming freshfrom Ohio State University.
men are musically talented.
Men's Physical Education deWesleyan University has granted
Wayne Bowman $1900 to study partment head Mr. Mose Hole reorganic chemistry, and another marks that there won't be enough
chemistry major, Robert Rod-stro- athletes to fill all the places on
who will be working for teams that need to be filled.
"So far we don't know of any
his Ph.D., has a $3200 teaching
d
tackles," he reports,
assistantship at M.I.T. A $2115
to
Ann
goes
teaching assistantship
out we won 4.t know what we
Walker, who will work at Brown have until we see them perform
here next fall. We're hoping for
University.
some surprises.
Medical School
To complete the class profile,
Other chemistry majors who Dr. Lope commented that the inwill study at medical schools not coming freshman class is long on
offering graduate study grants looks. "There seems to be an inare Royce Hodges, Thomas Gruen, creasing beauty potential at WoosHelen Li, William Rogers, Rachel ter," he observed.
Abernathy, John Harley, and Ross
Krueger.
It has also been announced that
1960 Wooster graduate Gary Ireland had received a Danforth
Seminary internship at Harvard
Divinity School, where he is currently studying. He was one of
24 interns chosen by the Danforth
Foundation.
Other seniors have been added
to the list of those getting study
grants. Anne Kopf has a fellowship to teach English as a foreign
language in Columbia, S.A. She
will be working with the Columbo
American Center.
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Greek-Lati-
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22
28
7
5

4
41
3
9
2
7

Math
Music
Philosophy
Physics
3
Political Science 24
11
Psychology
11
Religion
15
Sociology
5
Spanish
17
Speech
7
Men's Phys. Ed.
Women's Phys. Ed. 2

29
27
7
2
7
40

0
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29
9
7
0
55
4

11

13

10
2
10

6

11

1

8
9

16

11
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20
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7
7
3

21
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0
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EIGHT COUNSEL

Character Sketches Highlight
Saroyan's "Time Of Your Life"

FROSH

Eight coeds from the pres-

ent sophomore class will be
counselors and confidantes
for next years freshmen women.
Chosen for the office of
junior resident were Peggy
Amos, Nancy Bourns, Jean
Bowman, Sharon Gaeth, Mai-d- a

by Joann Allwein
Reactions to any play or performance always vary
somewhat; but William Saroyan's The Time of Your Life
probably appeals most to those people who have a sense of
humor and a willingness to laugh at life, yet are troubled
uy me unnappiness ana trustra.
.

Claudia Robinson, Ann Taylor and Jane
McElroy,

I '
uon wnicn
seem to lorm an
integral part of every individual.

M.Z

Winkler.

The Little Theatre group

Big Switch Arrives
Off-camp-

us

m

1

con-

veyed in a very striking manner
the humor and the deep feeling
telephone calls will essential to an effective produc-

be more convenient next fall with
the installation of a new switchboard in lower Galpin.
The new board has positions
for two operators instead of the
present single position system and
will increase the number of outside lines from 16 to 28.
Phone procedure in the dormitories will, however, be unchanged. The new board is a suggestion of the telephone company
because of its ease of repair. It
replaces the present switchboard
purchased in 1950.

tion of Saroyan's work.
Bill Skelton, with his usual
fine performance and own distinctive acting style, plays Joe
with the eager, sensitive touch
this central character requires. It
sometimes seems unfair to expect
so much from an actor in role
after role, but Bill Thompson
again comes up to all expectations as he very ably plays the
part of Tom, Joe's errand boy.

SS Debates Change

Reveals Poll Result
A second open Senate meeting
was held Wednesday evening with

approximately

President Dave Mortensen announced the results of the coed
dining poll 67.8 percent of the
students favored two switches per
year instead of four. Dining halls
will now be chosen at registration
with the provision that nightly or
permanent exchanges can be made
at any time during the semester.
Discussion then turned to constitutional revision. A brief outline of the new system proposed
by Larry Caldwell was followed
by extensive debate. Students cited
various problems involved in the
proposal : uncertainty of increased
student interest, lack of checks
and balances, vague status and
selection of committees, and unequal representation of men and
,

Who would have guessed that
Jeanne Robinson would be cast
in the role of Kitty Duval, a
young lady with a very shady
Re-Evaluation
past, and play the part so convincingly? Bryan Dunlap, looking like a character from a DicChurch-Colleg- e
kens novel and probably not
really a "natural born dancer,"
Student Christian Association, in a Statement on Reli- provided an intensive yet at times
extremely funny portrayal of a women.
gious Needs of the College Community, has called for a
fellow who wants to bring
of the church-colleg- e
relationship with particular young
The suggestion was made that
laughter to people but cannot.
emphasis on the needs of the students and the religious pro
the Senate's present problems can
The vitality, facial expression,
gram on campus.
be solved with some changes in
the
ocincluding
opportunity
for
ability of
and
The report was discussed at an
the existing form of government.
Brooke Creswell are almost beopen forum of students and fac- casional preaching.
SCA will continue to seek out yond belief. John Weckesser, as Mortensen then submitted two
ulty on May 3. According to mem(Continued on Page Seven)
bers of the committee the report student opinion on this problem, Nick, makes a very understanding
according to Robertson, and will bartender who listens to everywas motivated by the pending
selection of a new minister for try to move to a solution that one's problems and is genuinely
Men Who
will meet campus needs by next concerned about them.
Westminster Church.
fall.
Applause goes to the supportNew' Approach
Are Going
ing
cast, and special comment
"The statement is not intended
should be made about the fine
to be final," noted Dave Robert- Living Goes
from the pinball machine to
set,
PLACES
son, outgoing SCA president, "but
the
cub
bear
the
piano.
on
France comes to Wooster next
is rather intended to set forth a
different approach to the relation- year, at least for ten women
The play itself consist mainly
who
will
be
French
the
living
of
in
ship and promote student discus
a series of character studies.
House.
The viewer is introduced to insion.
Heading the list of French dividuals who are all searching
It is basically in accord with
the recently revised definition of House residents is Francoise for something which they feel will
Berger, next year's student as bring them happiness. In some
the Westminster Church-Colleg- e
sistant.
Session
cases they know what their aim
relationship passed by the
Juniors Julia Foote and Judy is; but Joe, who might well be
and the Board of Trustees.
The second and third parts of Johnson and sophomores Nora the most pitiable of all, seems to
the statement deal with the need Spielmann, Betty Crooks and have no real goal except that of
for two men in the job presently Mary Lou Williams will be the living and searching. After some
called for as pastor of Westmin- upperclass women in the house. thought, one concludes that the
Freshmen chosen to live in the Arab holds the key to the source
ster Church and the relationship
of these two men to each other, French house are Kay Sarchet, of each character's frustration:
to the Church and to the College. Carole Frahme, Betty Hollister "No foundation. All the way
down the line."
and Carol Smith.
Minister's Role
It calls for "a man to serve as
counselor and coordinator of reUSE OUR COMPLETE
CREPE STREAMERS
ligious activities on campus, one
to whom students can go for adBANKING SERVICES
CREPE PAPER
vice on any problem, whether reRegular and Special Checking
ligious, academic or social."
CARDBOARD
Accounts
The minister of Westminster
Savings Accounts
TEMPERA PAINTS
would continue to serve the needs
Personal and Business Loans
of his congregation and the afMARKERS
Safe Deposit Boxes
filiate members and counsel with
and, of cours- einterested students.
"These are tasks which have
AMERICAN EXPRESS
not been met by one man in the
PUBLIC SQUARE
TRAVELERS CHEQUES
past and it is felt can never be
met by one man," said Robertson.
At the forum, the following
suggestions and criticisms arose
IT'S STILL NOT TOO LATE TO GET
concerning the role of a counselor:
The safest way to carry money
1. The possible creation of an
whenever you go places! Prompt
refund if lost or stolen.
academic post for him.
AND
2. A clearer statement of his
FLOWERS FOR MOTHER'S DAY
duties and position and his relaWestmintion to the minister of
WHY NOT SEND FLOWERS BY WIRE?
ster.
3. A means of financing this
position.
Cleveland-Bea- ll
Office
4. A definite attempt to provide
SQUARE
ON THE
Opposite the Hospital
maximum contact with students

SCA Calls For

Of

Functions
re-evaluati-

on

gum-chewin-

g

French

CITY BOOK STORE

Corsages for Color Day

Wayne County
National Bank

WOOSTER FLOWER SHOP

Corner
Spink and Bowman

25 students pres-

ent.

WELCOME TO THE

Davis.

On the Special Table
ROBERT FROST'S

In

-

NEWEST BOOK

Ohio Hotel Coffee Shop

the Clearing
AND

OTHER COLLECTIONS

OF HIS POEMS

STEAKS, SEAFOOD, CHOPS, CHICKEN

AT THE

THE COLLEGE BOOKSTORE

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

6:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.

SUNDAY

5:00 - 8:30

WOOSTER VOICE

Pago Foot

Egyptologist To Talk

TAKE NOTE!

FROSH

Alex Guiness, Burl Ives and
Ernie Kovacs will star in "Our
Man in Havana," a week
from tonight in Scott Auditor-

Dr. George R. Hughes, Professor of Egyptology at the University of Chicago, will speak in
chapel Monday as the annual Robert Hayes Memorial Speaker.

ium.

The movie is a modern-da- y
Dr. Hughes, who is also Field take-o-ff
o n Dostoyevsky's
Director of the Oriental Institute
"Crime and Punishment."
Epigraphic Survey in Luxor,
Egypt, and was Acting Field Director of the Oriental Institute
Nubian Expedition excavating at V.
Sierra East in the Sudan, will talk
Newly-electe- d
Senate
on "Archeologists in an EmerWilliam J. North will be an
gency."
intern in the Washington D.C. office of Congressman Richard S.
The Robert Hayes Memorial
Schweiker this summer.
Fund brings one speaker a year
internship perThe eight-weeto the campus. The fund was established by Mr. and Mrs. Har- iod is sponsored by the Pennsylold Hayes in honor of their son, vania Center for Education in
Robert, who was killed in an auto- Politics, supported by the Maurice
mobile accident in 1953.
and Laura Falk Foundation.

P. Goes To D.C.
vice-preside-

nt

k

WAYNE COUNTY BOOK STORE
220 East Liberty Street
Beside the Telephone Company
THE GATHERING STORM
THEIR FINEST HOUR
THE GRAND ALLIANCE

by Winston Churchill

$1.45
THE DEVILS

OF LOUDUN

by Aldous Huxley

$1.65
THE WEB AND THE

ROK

YOU CAN'T GO HOME AGAIN

by Thomas Wolfe
$ .95
THE RISE AND FALL OF THE THIRD REICH

by William L. Shirer
Complete and Unabridged

by Jim McGavran

"Do not clean this room," mercifully commands a note
taped to the door of a small office in Galpin Hall. Upon entering one suspects, however, that it is not so much an act of
mercy as one of
as one realizes that a jani
self-preservatio-

tor could quite innocently sweep
away the "Class of '17," or even are student, faculty and adminis"The College.".
tration activities, campus events,
and alumni club news.
For inside the room, a comfortable maze of desks, bulging
Class notes, the "white man's
filing cabinets, and
burden" of the Bulletin office, are
piles of clippings and magazines, submitted by class secretaries and
Mrs. Estella G. King and her as- augmented by the editors from
sistant,, Mrs. Mary Ennis, regu- clippings and other correspondlarly and successfully challenge ence.
the laws of probability by writing
and editing the Wooster Alumni
Class Notes
Bulletin, which is received by
Mrs. King and Mrs. Ennis try
over 6,000 alumni each month.
to make the generally unexciting
class notes as chatty and newsy
Hazardous Profession
as possible, but they recently reAs members of what Mrs. King ceived a mock-seriou- s
letter from
calls the second most hazardous David R. McLean, '34, who deprofession, the ladies are well plores the narrow concern with
equipped; at their disposal are children, grand children, and
Bartlett's Familiar Quotations, alumni meetings and would like
Perrin's Writer s Guide, and to read of his classmates' more
amazing ' powers of memory.
diversified interests, such as intax evasion, sex, fallout shelcome
Proof of their success, a special
and
African violets, among
award from the American Alumni ters
others.
Council, hangs on one of the few
bare wall areas of the office. This
The editors laugh heartily over
citation, one of 22 presented last
and other correspondence, inthis
year among more than 600 colcluding
an angry letter suggesting
leges, is "for significant editorial
should
they
see a psychologist.
achievement in the field of alumni
Most
the
of
mail,
however, is favpublishing," and Mrs. King is jus.
orable, and a heavy response to
tifiably proud of it.
the February questionnaire promThe Bulletin is not only one of ises the ladies a busy summer
the best, but also has a fair claim compiling the results.
to being the oldest alumni magazine in the country. First printed
Volume of Mail
in 1886, it is, to Mrs. King's
The volume of mail on the
knowledge (though she would
crowded
Bulletin desk seems to
quickly, if disappointedly, recognize a valid earlier claim), the prove that "out in the
"
The Alumfirst publication written expressly they do prove
Bulletin
ni
forms
a vital link beby and for alumni.
d
tween the
and the campus,
Magazine of. Interest
and in the competent confusion
of the office one senses the two-waThus her primary concern is to
flow of memory, based in the
maintain this tradition of creating
past but meaningful in the presa magazine of interest to the
ent, that is so important to both
alumni; she must try not to antagcollege and alumni.
onize them, for with her limited
audience she cannot replace a lost
As the forgers of this link Mrs.
customer.
King and Mrs. Ennis have proved
I

d,

wo-orl-

Sidney Cox
with an Introduction by Robert Frost
$ .95
FROST

POEMS

To determine alumni interests, themselves admirably, and they
she talks with professors who are obviously happy at their work.
have returned from Wooster Day
Enjoy Company
meetings across the country, and
included a detailed questionnaire
They enjoy company, too. If
in the February, 1962, issue.
you are, or care to pose as, a
The magazine is divided into Voice reporter, you will be rethree sections: features, "The Col- galed with all sorts of fascinating
lege," and class notes. Features information, much of it preceded
are stories of more than routine by, "Of course, you can't print
interest by or about alumni, stu- this, but . . ." If you want a copy
dents and faculty, and recently of the current Bulletin, it is availhave included a
ar- able free at the Galpin office.
ticle on Nubian culture and a
But be careful they probably
reprint of Miss Aileen Dunham's
know
more about you and your
chapel speech on Russia.
family than you do. It's their
Grouped under "The College" business to.

Washington Square Press
$ .45
COLLECTED

ESSAYS

by Aldous Huxley
$ .75
COLLECTED

SHORT STORIES

by Aldous Huxley
$ .75

HOURS
Monday - Thursday
Friday and Saturday
Sunday

J

'

x

-

V

.....

CHECKING

THE PROOFS are Mrs. Estella King, standing,
editor of the Alumni Bulletin, and Mrs. Mary Ennis, assist- .1
l!
am4 eauor,
as iney
pian ror another issue of America's
oldest college alumni magazine.
1

Fair Director Predicts
Good Summer Season
--

by Anne Grigsby

This summer's Arena Fair has all the makings for a

big success.

That's what managing director Brooke Creswell is
dicting with his fingers crossed.

nre- -

"With another show added to
the schedule, a larger acting comAmong the actors and actresses
pany with students from other will be John Weckesser, Judy
Ohio colleges and a loyal nucleus French, Bill Thompson, Susan
ot Mpiudience, t prospects look Yant, Bryan Dunlap, Lois Edgow?iarkedsophomore Cres- - wards and students from Carnegie
Tech and other Ohio colleges.

y

A SWINGER OF BIRCHES
A PORTRAIT OF ROBERT FROST

ROBERT

rrrrrl
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ever-growin- g
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COLLIER BOOK
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wo-orl-

9:00 - 8:00
9:00 - 9:00
7:30 - 5:00

well-receive-

d

HOUSE

Bring Your Date
Bring: Your Family

of

RHODES

105 W. Pin

Arena Fair's season is to open
with Sandy Wilson's The BoyArena Fair, summer stock made
friend, a musical satire of the
up of Wooster students but hav1920's.
ing no connection with the college
itself, will begin its second sumNext on the schedule are Mary
mer at the tent in the fair grounds Chase's Harvey and Tennessee
on June 26.
Williams' Summer and Smoke.
With headquarters in a now- The
European comvacant house on Burbank Street, edy hit Ninotchka, by Melchior
the
company will pro Lengyel and only recently reduce seven shows, opening a new leased in this
country, will be
one each week until August 13. Arena Fair's next offering.
Under Managing and Business
Skelton Adaptation
Director Creswell will be Bill
Skelton, artistic directors Barbara
Bill Skelton has adapted George
Ann Cernikj technical director Aiken's Uncle Tom's Cabin, conand props mistress; Chuck Liver-mor- e sidered one of the most influential
and Lisbeth Roman, stage American plays ever done, for
carpenters; Valerie Jackson, cos modern production by a small
tume mistress, and Linda Park, company.
responsible for feeding and hous
Following the pre-Civwar
ing the company.
drama, Reginald Denham and Ed"Our acting company is our ward Percy's Ladies in Retirestrongest selling point," com- ment, a British psychological
mented Creswell. "This year they mystery, will be presented. The
will devote their time to acting, season's finale will be George
instead of helping paint, design Bernard Shaw's witty, intellectual
sets, hem costumes and cook."
Pygmalion.
Second Summer

30-year-o-

18-memb-
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GOING HOME?
GOING ANYWHERE?
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Only a Step
Off Campus
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WOOSTER

Frauleins Like Our Weather;
Miss Sense Of Responsibility
by Helga Fichtner and Gerdi Hempt

It is almost impossible for us to know exactly what

im-

pressions of America will last, because we are lacking the
right perspective, and everything is yet too new and fresh.
But we are sure of the fact that we will never forget the
time we have spent in Wooster.
For nine months we have been
living about the same life an
American student lives, getting to
know both the good and bad
sides of it.

Strange Activities
We have come to know Ameri-

can dormitory life and have enjoyed it. We also enjoyed the various entertainments on the campus,
though very often they seemed
strange to us (hell week, hayrides,
chaperons, the formal atmosphere
of most of the formals and
no dancing on Sunday).
We just loved the beautiful
campus and the good weather
(less rain than in Germany), the
good food, the friendliness among
the students. We were especially
attracted by the harmonious and
equal relationship between teachers and students. Going home we
have to get used again to all sorts
of stupid titles, and must show
our inferiority to make our professors feel at ease.
But we have to admit that we
will like to go back to the impersonal atmosphere of our universities, where we can be our
selves again, where we will be
students who enjoy private and
academic freedom to a much
larger extent than we did here.
True, we too must submit to
rules and restrictions, but it is
mostly we who make them, and
not an authority who superimposes them upon us. We will
have to make decisions in all
spheres of life and our respon
sibility, which has been asleep for
a while because others did the job
for us, must reawaken.
in-forma-

ls,

High Price
It is true that very often we
pay a high price for our free
dom, but on the other hand we
gain so much, sensing in our "in
quiries into life" that we, and
only we, are responsible for our
lives, that they are shaped by us
and not by an institution, how
ever excellent it may be.
It is a question worth' discussing, however, whether we
learn more about life by our own
experiences than by being told
what to do' and kept away from
all things which could shake our
morals. We believe that it is not
only valid but also ESSENTIAL
for mature human beings to make
serious, searching inquiries into
all areas of life and into as many
ideas as possible. Only by coming
into contact with good and evil
and choosing the right is one able
to say: I have decided.
Partly as a result of this, we
Europeans in general are more
pessimistic than the average Am
erican whose dream of a comfort
able life has hardly ever been dis
turbed. It has been said that our

pessimism is more realistic than
your optimism; but America and
Europe embody two different
realities, that of a young and
prospering nation on one side, and
that of an old nation, whose culture has been threatened by wars
so very often, on the other.
Not only does your education
help to protect your ideals and
direct your outlook in a certain
pleasant direction, but also the at
mosphere of wealth you live in
makes you optimistic. Owning a
ma
car, a house, labor-savinchines, eating good food these
things are matter-of-fafor a
very large part of the population ;
and it is also the dream of the
younger generation, a dream that
in most cases will come true.'
Grades Promise Salary
Good grades at Wooster prom
ise you a good salary later in
life ; this education helps you to
make money. In Germany edu
cation and money are not so
closely related
there are far
fewer vacancies for highly-educ- a
ted people than there are gradu
ates, but usually students are not
frightened away by that fact. They
regard studying as the best way
to evaluate, know and live life,
in terms of idealism, not material
ism.
Unfortunately
this idealism
makes more and more room for
the materialistic outlook. But we
feel that art and philosophy, for
example, are to a larger extent
part of an European student than
an American who, in our opinion,
takes them as a subject in class,
but is little affected by them
where his life is concerned.
Another thing we'll probably
remember is that often when we
were reading we were asked sym
pathetically what course it was
for. Replying it was for no course,
we would get the astonished question, "But then why do you read
g

ct

it?"
How Many Books?
We would like to ask you how
many books you will read after
leaving college, when nobody
tells you what is worth reading
or gives you the exact titles and
numbers of pages which are important to read. Please don't take
it as a criticism we only wondered.
We have to thank you Americans for the example of harmonious living together, politeness,
and helpfulness you have given
us, and we will always remember
you as the friendliest people we
have met so far.
We hope this isn't "good-bye,- "
but only "so long." All the best
for the coming season and for
a real lively bunch of new foreign
students.

WOOSTER THEATER
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Fisk

Exchange Students

Contrast Two Colleges
by JaMille Jackson and Carolyn Acker
We considered ourselves
Woosterites, ac
customed to the eternal winter and rain, until a Voice rep
resentative asked us to give our impressions of life at Wooster
in comparison to Fisk University.
well-adjuste-

V

(v

y

- ".kf's?

Wooster immediately put us at guage tables. Incidently we have
ease. After meeting our room found the food at Wooster good!
New Student Union
mates, Jan How and Kay Harris,

ff i

AMBASSADORS are back row, left to right,
Susana Castro of Argentina and Gerti Hempt of Germany
and front row, left to right, JaMille Jackson, exchange student from Fisk University, Helga Fichtner of Germany and
Carolyn Acker also of Fisk University. These girls, along
with Nicole Tainton of France, will return home at the end
of this school year.

RETURNING

Argentinean Finds Americans
Concerned About U. S. Image
By Susana Beatriz Castro

I have been asked to write about my impression of
America. On such a wide subject it is very difficult to write
something coherent, and therefore I am going to limit my
self to the one or two aspects of American life I know the
best.

famous for their interest and par
ticipation in politics; on the other
hand, I see that in this country
they are in general much less in
terested in current events, both
national and international (with
the possible exception of a new
Russian satellite). Their whole
life is almost entirely centered in
the College, and they do not very
often look beyond it, while, at
Another thing that surprised me home, we are in direct contact
was their anxiety about the opin- with the world around us.
ion that foreign countries might
In a very general way, I might
havff about the United States;
say that I found Americans as
everywhere I heard the same ques- individuals kind, generous, ready
tion: "What do they think in to share what they have, conform
South America about us?" from
ists (more than I thought; now I
traveling companions to the kind understand what is meant by
lady who brought me up the hill "keeping up with the Joneses"),
to Wooster.
and eager to accept criticism.
And this leads me to the subI think that they have just
ject of the College and to an in- realized that the rest of the world
evitable comparison between our is something more than a battle
students and American students. ground between America and Rus
I consider that we are both very
sia ; and they are anxious to know
much alike, but there is one difmore about other countries and
ference that should be pointed out. to bridge the gap between them
South American students are and the people of abroad.

The first impression of Americans that I received was a very
pleasant one, that of their extraordinary friendliness and willingness to help. Without that help,
I do not know if I could have ever
travelled from New York to Wooster by bus with three suitcases,
two coats, five books, a camera,
and a big purse!

finding Kauke Hall, and meeting
our professors we settled down to
class routine.
Formal Atmosphere
We have found lectures stimu-atin- g
though on a more formal
basis than at Fisk; there, ash trays
are provided in class rooms if the
professor smokes.
Our outlook has been broad
ened by the cultural and highly
academic atmosphere of Wooster.
We especially enjoyed your pro
gram of visiting lecturers.
At risk, in a slightly different
i
way, we take
part in a similar
program with professors from
Nashville University, Vanderbilt
and Peabody. There is also close
cooperation with Meharry Medical College, Fisk also offers graduate degrees in some departments.
We have enjoyed eating family- style at Wooster; at Fisk we dine
hurriedly after rushing through a
fast moving cafeteria line. Meals
here have given us a chance to
meet new people and to have
table conversations.
Find Food Good
We like the idea of language
meals, something we do not have
at Fisk though we do have lan

n

honor-dormitori-

es

Color Day Weekend? Why Not Try

THE GRANDVIEW MOTEL
Mile East of Wooster on U.S. Route 30
FREE TELEVISION

NEAR RESTAURANTS

FAMILY RATES

For Reservations

Call AN

3-89-

31

KEENEY'S CAFETERIA
COME TO KEENEY'S!

at

Bring your DATE,
Bring your FAMILY,
Bring your CAMPUS VISITORS,
For Good Food
Prices Students Can Afford to Pay
Free Parking Within Walking Distance
Corner Buckeye and Liberty
.

Invites You to Let Us Explain
Diamond Qualities to You.

in your

home town, but we will

be happy to advise you How and Where
to buy, and to show you our large selection so you will be able to make a more

'

intelligent choice.

&

-

Chances are, you know that Greyhound fares are less than
any other form of public transportation. What you probably
don't realize is how much less. For a pleasant surprise,
check the money-savin- g
Greyhound fares below. You'll see
at a glance why it always pays to insist on exclusive
Greyhound Scenicruiser Service?.. and leave the driving to usl
No other form of public transportation has fares so low.
For Example:
Round Trip
One Way

$
Baltimore, Md
Chicago, III
Detroit, Mich.
Los Angeles, Calif. ........
Miami, Fla
New York, N.Y

12.30

$ 22.15

10.80
7.90
65.05
38.95

19.45
14.25
117.10
70.15
31.00
25.95
29.25

17.20
14.40
16.25
12.55

Philadelphia, Pa
St. Louis, Mo

Washington,

D.C

22.60

(Plus Tax)

Bus Terminal
311 East South Street
Phone AN

Wooster

2-47-

66

take more with you on a Greyhound.
laundry or extra baggage on ahead
and
by Greyhound Package Express. It's there in hours
BAGGAGEl You can
If you prefer, send

in
THE WILD SIDE it

Costs you less.

145 East Liberty St.

"JUDGMENT AT NUREMBERG"

At Fisk social activities revolve
around the new Student-Uniobuilding which houses the cafeteria, game rooms, spacious student government offices and a coop where students dance and buy
snacks. There is also a main
lounge for studying and playing
bridge, the post office and the
book store.
Instead of chapel Fisk has an
hour convocation once or twice
a month. Fiskites complain about
this as much as the Scots do
about their daily chapel.
Dormitory life is much like
Wooster's. Most dormitories are
also set up by classes though Fisk
does have
and
inter-clas- s
dormitories for junior
and senior women which work out
very well.
Good Impressions
We have not found too much
difference between the two campuses. The things that have been
strange for us here have not remained strange long; everyone
has helped us feel at home. We
have enjoyed a rewarding semester at Wooster and will be taking
many good impressions back to
Fisk.

Need a Room for Your Parents for

WEDNESDAY

Starting May 17 for One Week
Spencer Tracy - Burt Lancaster'- - Richard Widmark
Maximilian Schell - Judy Garland in

d

the congenial atmosphere of

Laurence Harvey - Capucine - Jane Fonda - Anne Baxter
WALK ON

I

"

WHEREVER YOU BUY
SUNDAY

F":

ji

We realize you may 'wish to buy your

mm

hi

:,i:v.?--v.-w.-

fit

diamond
t

j
lr&''W

Page Fire

Prifcliard Jewelers

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

'"trxSfCASS'

u7

VOICE

Opposite Newberry's

Wooster, Ohio

Your Dollar Buys More in Wooster's
Finest Jewelry Store
CASH

CHARGE

BUDGET TERMS

WOOSTER
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Second, Seventh
Tie In Iniramurals
Seventh, Fifth and Second sec
tions have clinched spots in the
post season play-off- s
in a hectic
week of Kenarden softball league
action.

with
JIM TOEDTMAN

In a real

merry-go-roun-

Sev

d,

enth picked up a victory over
It isn't every spring that the College has the opportunity to hid Fifth's second team, but lost to
of duty surpass
combined

tours
adieu to two teachers whose
this year and I join the
the
case
Such
is
of a century.
chorus of appreciative people thanking Coach Carl Munson and
former coach and present athletic publicity director Art Murray
for their years of service. To Coach Munson, thanks for 41 years
of outstanding service in a wide number of activities. To me the outstanding feature of Coach Munson's years of service has been his
ability to look ahead. Under his direction, the first dual varsity swimming meet was held. In addition he was one of the first track coaches
board to
to introduce die special limecovered broad jump take-of- f
and soccer as varsity
Finally he initiated
the mid-wesinterest
rekindle
in
soccer last fall by
efforts
He
to
made
sports.
securing a practice field and arranging a schedule. And, Wooster's
track is one of the top tracks in the state, again thanks to "Munce."
three-quarte-

cross-countr-

t.

rs

y

John Thomas and Second section,
9-Fifth decisioned Second, 10- 2, and Fourth, 16-5- , but was upset
by First, 10-6.

7.

Second also edged Third,
and Eighth,
8--

In my visits to colleges and newspapers in Ohio I have found
that one of the Wooster men held in high esteem by all is Art Murray, the dean of the state's athletic writers. As a coach and journalist, Murray has been respected as a gentleman, admired as a friend
and praised as a teacher. Two of his former pupils, roommates Jim
Ewers and Al Van Wie agreed as students that if jliey jver became
coaches, the one man they both wanted on their staffwas Art Murray.
.

.

.

,

.

. . .
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.
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dandy, Big race:
Dept. of Agate lype: Saturdays track meet should be
the 220, where John Harley and Dale Perry meet Mount Union's Dave Mooney.
Big ? ? : Tim Stepetic's leg.

As the season of comps and finals approaches, seniors are final-

izing plans for next year. Swimming captains Chick Randolph and
Frank Little are pretty well set. Chick is eyeing a job in marketing
with Standard Oil and Frank will sell paper on the East Coast. Toeing the military line are Tim Stepetic, who is set with the Air Force,
and Mike Miller, who will join the Navy. Howie Sales will be an
assistant coach at Huron, Ohio, this fall. Also considering coaching
jobs are Jim Kapp and Ray Crawford who have several offers. Kapp,
head mentor of Gimp's Golden Raiders last fall, has his sights set on
a post in Michigan, while Ray Crawford has offers in Akron and
Sandusky.
Dept. of Italic Type; As a curtain closer, Hugh Minis, of Mt.
Sterling, and Union Central's Max Mintoni will enroll at Farley Tech
next fall.
Grad School Plans
Still on seniors' plans, graduate school is on the tentative
agenda for Craig Wood, Gary Gall, Stan Bishop, John Harley, Dale
Perry, Jerry Collins, Perry Hicks and John O'Bell. 1961 graduate
Steve McClellan, now studying at Ohio University, is applying for
a job at Sandusky. Head coach at the football power is Earl Bruce
who coached Tom Dahms, Jim Meissner and Bob Tucker, while at
Salem High School.
My short career as columnist has been eventful to say the least,

with many meetings and plenty of suggestions. This column will be
better next year as a result of these. My athletic advice for the summer: go home, have a good time, put on 20 pounds of muscle and
most important, come back to school next fall with a winning attitude.
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Coadi Cml iiAunson's Colorful Ceir
CliiMJies After 41 Yew Of Service
Who is Carl B. Munson?
$1

We who have been at the
College of Wooster four years
or less may find it hard to
understand the legend of
"Munce" a legend that will
come to an end this spring
when the venerable coach and
teacher calls it quits after 41
years as a Scot coach.

i

""J

.

'lli

"

I

Into those 41 years, plus the
28 before he was hired by L. C.
On Tuesday, four teams, Third,
Boles in 1922 as line coach for
First, Sixth and Five B were con
the football team and physical
tending for the fourth spot.
education instructor, Munce has
Third split, beating Eighth, but packed enough living for two
giving Seven B its first victory of lifetimes.
the season,
First, in addiDuring that time, also, Munson
tion to pulling the upset of the has outlasted every instructor at
year against Fifth, beat Sevenths Wooster save one, Athletic Direcsecond team in eight innings, 13- - tor Mose Hole. He, Mose and athSixth letic publicity head Art Murray,
12, and lost to Sixth, 11-13-6.
also decisioned Seven B,
who will also retire this year, are
the last of the "old guard" who
A hot Five B team picked up have given Wooster
its fine sports
two straight victories, over Fourth tradition.
1
I
ana T1
rjigntn.
Through the years, however,
play-offs
The four team
are Munce has remained the same
being who
scheduled to begin next Monday humble, stern-headefirst
stepped on the campus in
afternoon with the first and fourth
place teams and the second and the summer of 1921. "His unCarl B. Munson
third place teams trying to qualify reasonableness," said an admirer
for the finals in a best of three recently, "comes from a courage tioned athletes are no longer Europe in other vacations.
and conviction that few men available.
series.
Who, then, is Carl B. Munson?
have."
Munce has been called the epiHe is, it has been said, probSOFTBALL STANDINGS
tome of clean living and physical ably more a part of the color of
Pennsylvanian
Native
Pet.
Won
Lost
Team
fitness. His prowess at gymnastics Wooster than
any other retiree.
Munce was born in Port Alle
1
7
.875
Seventh
was notable during his teaching A graduate, now separated from
gheny, Pa., Sept. 6, 1893. Of days, and even today, Munce's ap1
.857
6
Second
rugged Swedish stock, he grew pearance is a picture of health. Wooster by many miles, paid him
.714
2
5
Fifth
a high compliment in saying, "I
e
westup in the
with
duties,
Along
coaching
his
can honestly say I hated Munce's
3
.571 ern Pennsylvania
4
Third
coal- - mining Munce
such
has
do
found
to
time
three-spoguts while at Wooster, but now I
3
.500 district to be a natural
3
First
things
as design and construct realize he was right . . . please
3
.428 athlete, picking up basketball at
4
Sixth
Navy V--5 Program obstacle give him my personal regards."
almost the same instant he first the
.428
4
3
Five B
students
But what is ahead for the man
spied a roundball, and excelling course for pre-flig3
5
.375
to World War II, giving who has been so much
Fourth
prior
a part of
at football and baseball.
rise to "Munson's Junior Com- Wooster for 41 years?
1
.167
5
Seven B
Before coming to Wooster, mandoes."
.000
8
Eighth
0
Munce plans Florida vacations
Munce played Ponv League
War II days also in the winter, and will call Woos(equal to Class "D") baseball, found Munce teaching Morse
ter his home in the summers,
semi-prbasketball in Jamestown, code.
working a three-acr- e
truck garden
N.Y., dabbled in amateur prize
Munce
has
seen
some
great
keep
to
him busy. He would like
fighting, worked as physical edu
by Marge Eipper
athletes and even greater teams to return again to Europe and
cation director at the Jamestown
his long years as coach, but especially Sweden for a visit.
YMCA and still found time to in
calls
the 1923 football team "the
The Munsons have one son,
Freshman Vicki Siegel brought work in and around coal mines,
greatest."
home the runner-uJames (Wooster '39), now presitrophy in steel mills, etc.
He lists among some of the top dent of the Milwaukee Fence Co.,
singles competition at the annual
Before World. War I, Munce track stars with which he has
and two grandchildren, Jim, 17,
Ohio College Women's Tennis
enrolled at Slippery Rock State been affiliated Lu Wims, Grant
and Margaret, 21.
Tournament at Ohio Wesleyan
Normal School, married Ingeborg Rose, Bob Anderson, Craig Tay
May 4, 5 and 6.
Jim is reportedly another "naCarlson and completed a year of lor, Hal Pryor, Dave Allison,
Seeded first among some 70 schooling before the action broke Morley Russell, Bob Chegwidden, tural" Munson, an honorable
guard, a star swimmer,
women from 17 representative out. During the war, Munce was Crawford Hanna, and a miler
and
golfer,
physical instructor at Camp graduate of 1928 named Crothers.
schools, the Wooster coed from
skier
and
student.
Munce
Perhaps
Middletown, Ohio took her first Lee, Va., and returned to James
Munce lists his best teams as will be able to watch another sucthree matches in straight sets and town at its completion to work
those
of the past decade, includ- cessful career unfold.
again in the YMCA.
moved into the finals with a 6-ing 1953 and 1960 Ohio ConferFor the future, though, Munce
4-win.
His YMCA affiliation began ence outdoor champions, and will
probably live by the creed
Meeting two- - time defending during his high school days at 1961 indoor champs.
which has brought him through
champion Darnell Everson of Harbrack Union High School in
In addition to glories on the 68 years of a successful life. One
Central State in the finals, Vicki Brackenndge, Pa., when it was field in track, Munce has com- of its most important precepts
the best place in town to go," and piled a
4-lost,
edi- anyone will hear from him at any
has continued down until today, tion of all existing Ohio Athletic time
in its original Swedish
Singles Competition
as he still holds the "Y" in high Conference track rules.
form. Translated it is, "Self-prais- e
Freshman Anne Rich also par- esteem.
smells."
During a 1958 sabbatical leave,
ticipated in singles competition at
he assisted in track at UCLA and
And after seeing what Munce
Learns of Opening
the tourney, and sophomore Mar- studied
He
there.
has
traveled
all
has
done with it through the
1
TT
..1
In the summer of 1921, Munce
gie narmon teamed with junior
Cha- - over the United States and visited years, one tends to believe it.
Barb Kegen as Wooster s doubles attended a summer school in
tauqua, N.Y., and there learned
entry.
of the opening at Wooster. At the
157
Last week the WRA honored same time dickering with two
over 70 women at its annual Re YMCA's, Munce at last decided to
cognition Banquet held at Smith take the Scot job and came for To
OAC
ville Inn. Awards were given for the 1921-2season.
service on the WRA Board and
Led by Barry Terjesen's 157 total, Scot golfers placed
Since thattime he has been
for outstanding skill in this year's
a physical eaucation instructor, seventh in the Ohio Intercollegiate matches Monday on the
activities.
line coach until 1949 (27 years), Ohio State scarlet course in Columbus.
Trophies were presented to the swimming coach from 1923-5Terjesen was sixth and AI Harley 11th in the 120-ma- n
until
1922
winning teams in basketball, vol and track coach from
field.
Wooster 11
Marietta 9
leyball and bowling competition the present.
1.5 82 Terjesen
Costello 80 2.5
The Scot performance ranks as 2.0 79 Johnson
Pape 79 2.0
This year all three trophies
Along the way, Munce introsecond best in this meet, 4.0 80 Shriver
their
Dargue
87 0.0
1933-34)
went to the Sphinx club.
duced soccer (about
2.0 82 Harley
Portoff 81 2.0
fourth
behind
last
year's
only
and has always been an active in1.5 88 Bunting
dine 89 2.5
place tie with Akron.
Elect Officers
Wooster 14
Morris Harvey 5
structor of his phys ed classes.
0.0 82 Terjesen
Blizzard 76 4.0
WKA Board will be led next
Last Thursday Wooster golfers 4.0 79 Johnson
One of his proudest achieve
83 0.0
Cillispie
Lee
by
President
Porter.
year
and Mor- 4.0 80 Shriver
Romary 95 0.0
ments is that of organizing the defeated Marietta 11-Other recently elected officers are
3.0 82 Harley
Martin 86 1.0
first intercollegiate swimming ris Harvey of West Virginia 14-Abbot 102 0.0
vice president Peg Osborne; sec meet, between Wooster and Case in a double dual meet at Marietta. 4.0 88 Bunting
Ohio Intercollegiate
retary Barb Kegen; treasurer Tech during the 1922-2- 3
season. Edsel Blizzard of Morris Harvey
Wooster
Gerry Walklet: cabin chairman
At his retirement in 1953, Munce carded a 76 for the day's best Terjesen
157
Allison MacDougall; food chair
Harley
7
161
was recognized as the dean of score.
man Judy Mack; publicity chair Ohio
Johnson
166
swimming coaches.
Shriver
169
man Karen Hiner: and intramural
The May 5 meet with Akron
Bunting
in178
he
that
believes
Munce
also
head Linda Davis.
was cancelled because of a schedFIRST 10 FINISHERS
to Woos ule conflict.
troduced
1.
Ohio
State
792
An interciass swim meet saw ter, and was
coach of
2.
Ohio
University
796
close competition between the the
Tomorrow the Scots tangle with 3. Cincinnati
sport as it rose and fell in
:.
799
freshman and junior women with
Hiram
on the L. C. Boles home 4. Akron
far
as
so
even
going
806
popularity,
the freshman team coming out suiting up a member of a gym course in Color Day action. The 5. Bowling Green
810
6.
slightly in front.
Denison
827
class to fill out his team. The linksmen close the season playing
Wooster
7..
831
The senior women took third fact that he can no longer pick 36 holes next Monday when they 8. Miami
832
place by a small margin over the out athletes from his gym classes carry their 7-- 4 record into the 9. Oberlin
844
:.
10. Wittenberg :
worries Munce also. The condi OAC meet at Marietta.
sophomore team.
845
5.
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U.S. KEDS COURT KING
Professionally designed for
tennis. Acceptable,
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onmniio woor
Flexible instep and full cush.
loning assure complete com
fort laces to the toe for
perfect fit and excellent support. Abrasion-resistan- t
sole
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Diamond Scotsmen
To

V

grapher.
Who are these four men. They
are Art Murray, a stocky, gray-haire- d
gentleman who this year,
nearly a half a century since he
came into contact with this college, will resign.
Carl B. Munson, a close friend
of Art Murray's for the past 40
years, was nearly a month old
on Oct. 2, 1893, when Art was
born in Millersburg, Ohio.
After graduation from Orrville
High School, Art sandwiched four
years at Wooster around 15
months with Uncle Sam, 14 of
them spent with the 308th Engineers in Europe during World
War I.
In 1917 and 1919, Art Murray
played end for two, undefeated,
football teams
L. C.
and two years of first base with
the baseball team.
The 1917 team allowed one
touchdown in compiling a
record while the 1919 outfit rolled
through a perfect eight win-nloss season.
The scores for those seasons:
1917
Boles-coache-

d

6-0--

3

o

Wooster

Kenyon
Reserve
Ohio U.'
Akron

0
0
20
7
37
27
0

B--

W

Case

Miami
Otterhein
Mt. Union

19

9

1919
Wooster

47
57

Hiram

13

Reserve

26
25

Case

B-- W

Kenyon
Akron
Mt. Union
0. Northern

19

35
13

After graduation in 1920 with a
Bachelor of Science degree (a
major in geology), Art worked for
a year with the Fostoria Review
before becoming the first full time
coach in the history of Ashland
College.
Full time really was an understatement for Art was head coach
in football, basketball and baseball at Ashland.
In 1923, Art Murray returned
to his alma mater as an assistant
in the Physical Education Department. He became head coach in
baseball in the spring of 1924 and
guided Wooster nines to some of
their finest years.
coaching record in
His
baseball (1924-3except 1929
and 1947 and 1948) showed a
13-ye-

ar

6

GOOD HOMECOOKED MEALS

FOR

Showing steady improvement
as the season progresses, Coach
Carl B. Munson's Scot trackmen
head into Saturday's Color Day
meet with Mt. Union with a solid
chance to pull their biggest victory of the season.

A lineman on two of Wooster's
finest football teams ever, a news-

paperman, an outstanding baseball coach and a first class photo-

STARICS RESTAURANT

Meet Mt. Union

school's athletic endeavors. Since
STEAKS, CHOPS, SEAFOODS
1932, he has clipped newspaper
accounts of every Wooster sports
FOR LUNCHEONS AND DINNERS
event and pasted them in diaries.
He also has notebooks giving
SERVING CONTINUOUSLY, 11 A.M. - 8:30 P.M.
season summaries of every Woosback
1920.
The period
ter sport
to
Mount's Purple Raiders have
from 1900 to 1920 is a gap which
been pounding foes into the cin- COLOR DAY AND MOTHER'S DAY, MAY 12 and 13
Art feels will be filled only by
ders with startling regularity, and
considerable research.
On the bulletin board in his sec- a victory over them for the Scots
ond floor office in Centennial Hall, would be a feather in the Black
Art has a "12" tacked, the number and Gold cap.
of weeks until July 31 when his
That Wooster could be equal
resignation becomes effective.
to the stiff task was illustrated as
Art Murray is looking forward
the Scots handed Oberlin an 84
to a
vacation but
LUCK
defeat Saturday on the
one can't help but feel that Art to 52
will miss Wooster, miss it more Yeoman track, turning in some of
than he thinks he will. Wooster their better times.
will miss Art Murray.
Art Herriott, as usual, led the
DAY
rout, but this time scored 2Sy2
points for Wooster, highest individual effort for a track clansman
in Coach Munson's memory.

SCOTS
GOOD

well-deserve-

d

2-- 3

THIS

Art Murray
sparkling 136 wins against only
48 losses. Art never coached a
losing baseball team at Wooster,
his "worst" record coming in
1926, eight wins and six losses,
the year after his best team won
13 games against only two setbacks.
The 20's were busy years for
Art in other ways. In 1926, he
married Nelly Fisher, the first secretary in the Dean's Office at
Wooster.
Parents of Two
The Murrays are parents of two
children, a son John, a photographer with the Milwaukee Journal, and a daughter, Jane Shaffer,
who lives in England where her
husband is working with RCA in
the construction of missile warning bases.
Art also coached a year of
football at Wooster in 1926, rack-inrecord. He spent the
up a
1928-2school year
at the University of Wisconsin journalism
school.
Among Art Murray's other jobs
at Wooster were that of director
of the college news service, a
post he took over in 1923, direc
tor of the student aid program
from 1936 to 1941 and a teacher
in the Navy program during
World War II.
Here for 12 Years
In 1950, Art became official college photographer and sports publicity director, the post he has
held for the last 12 years. It is
as college photographer that most
students have come to know Art
Murray, the man on the other side
of the lens.
Art's real love has always been
Wooster sports and he has kept
an amazing tabulation of this
g

6-- 2

9

COLOR

Play Mt. Union

After

3--

Loss

1

Scot baseballers hope to bounce

out of an Ohio Conference slump
Saturday as they take on Mt.
Union's powerful Purple Raiders
as part of Color Day ceremonies.
Wooster now sits in the cellar
of the OC with a dismal 7 record, but lately has shown signs
of coming alive.
Last Saturday the Scots took
on Akron on the Severance Stadium diamond in their second
meeting with the Zips this season,
and although losers again, exhibited more improvement than
Akron.
The Scots dropped a 1 decision for lack of timely hits, but
looked much better than when the
Zips rapped them with a 9-- defeat in the season's opener.
Freshman Craig Smith, shortstop from Saltsburg, Pa., shows
up third among Ohio Conference
batsmen with a .409 average, trailing ,417 and .455 marks. Smith
struck nine safe blows in 22 times
at bat.
In preparation for Saturday's
big one, the Scots met Ashland
Wednesday and Hiram Thursday,
both on the Severance diamond.

7Jsflei?

Herriott won the 100 yard dash,
high and low hurdles, and broad
jump, plus coming in second in
the high jump and participating
on two winning Scot relay foursomes, the second of which he
paced with a 50.2 quarter in the
mile relay.

Morton's Costume Jewelry
157

(5.

ILumonlbei?
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WEST LIBERTY STREET

NEW STORE HOURS

1--

Wooster swept the century dash
and discus events, and got a 49.8
(fastest thus far in the Ohio Conference) from John Harley in the
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Chicken Dinner Capital of the World
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1929-196- 2

an old inn in England, where he sought refuge from the chill of a winter's
night, a weary traveler wrote the following poem on one of the inn's frosty
window panes:
"Whoever has traveled life's dull round,
Where 'er his stages may have been,
May sigh to think he has found
His warmest welcome at an Inn."
Long a common stop on the stage routes in olden days, the Inn was rediscovered
in 1929 and converted by Mr. and Mrs. Paul Reining and family to today's use,
making it one of the oldest inns in Ohio.
In
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THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE
FOR FOREIGN TRADE
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MORE ON

Senate Debates Change, Reports on Poll

Tli is nation's only postgraduate school
exclusively devoted to the practical training
of college graduates for careers abroad
with U. S. business or government

(Continued from Page Three)

students, will report to the Senate
alternatives con fronting the at its last meeting of this acagroup: calling a constitutional demic year.
convention to determine a new
system, or making a study of representation within the present
system.
After further discussion B. J.
BARBER SHOP
North moved that a constitutional
committee be appointed to draw
Public Square
up a general draft for a new constitution, set a tentative date for
Mon. - Sat. 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
a fall convention, and determine
the method of representation for
such a convention. The commitCLOSED WEDNESDAY
tee, composed of all interested

Dick Morrison

Congratulations to the Class of '62
We wish you the best of luck in your chosen career.

3-PA-

Applications for FALL

we hope to serve you again
in your future college years.

5TH-YEA-

R,

NOW BEING PROCESSED
Registration -- September 5, 1962
Career Opportunities Abroad are plentiful for

DEGREE:

BACHELOR OF FOREIGN TRADE

1962

SEMESTER

INTERNATIONAL COMMERCE t Financial and merchandising
aspects of foreign trade are separated into distinct courses to insure
specialization in presentation, thoroughness of coverage, and adjustment to individual students. Subject matter presented with concrete
approach.
and practical
rather than abstract and' theoretical
instrudata,
and
realistic
approximated
Actual commercial situations
covers:
ments, and forms incorporated when feasible. Curriculum

Amer-

ican college graduates with a solid undergraduate background and 2 postgraduate semesters of specialized
training in the practical aspects of international

finance and
Characteriitics of world trade Export-impoInternational marketing Advertising theory
procedure
and salesmanship Accounting for management e Principles
international law of commerce.
of management
rt

S. International Companies have
graduates of The American Institute for Foreign
Trade. They turn to AIFT whenever they need qualified
personnel for overseas positions at the junior executive

1,500

TJ.

em-ploye-

d

Dedication to a Career Abroad, Rigorous

Pre-screenin-

g,

and Professional Career-counselihare combined to make the Institute's placement record
one of the best m the U. S. (although job placement is
not guaranteed).
Par catalogue end InforawSM about peHgreetoe
cpportMnMw,

thmri

lehlwiiiH,

pi

geographical,
AREA STUDIES t Courses present characteristics
regional
world's
of
economic
and
political,
social,
ethnological,
on
Emphasis
located.
areas in whose market the graduate may be
history and potentials of areas, and on business conditions and
political situations. Student introduced to modes of life, health conditions, social customs, religious beliefs, thbught patterns and motivations
of peoples of various countries. Curriculum stresses 3 major areas:

eco-pom- ic

ng

On your return in the fall,

CURRICULUM IN TWO SEMESTERS

FIRST PROFESSIONAL

'63, '64, '65,

ENJOY YOUR VACATION!

RT

LEADING TO THE

level.

TO THE CLASSES OF

Gifts

se writes

The Registrar
The American Institute for Foreign Trade
Thvnderblrd Camp P. O. Box 191
Phoenix, Arizona

Latin America
tional Relation.

Western Europe

Far East

Interna-

LANGUAGES t Intensive Instruction in the spoken language of busi-nes- s
and social life. Primary aim is to develop facility for first understanding, then speaking, the language of the area in which student is
interested. Later, increasing stress laid on reading and writing. Conversation classes (maximum of 8 participants) conducted by native
Latin American and European instructors. Curriculum: Beginning,
Intermediate, and Advanced Spanish, Portuguese (for Braxil),
and French Commercial Correspondence and Business Span-

ish; Technical Spanish
Communication,

Special Advanced Spanish

Bust-wa- s

'sOf swsaW ly the Paswrattjr a drisme

"It Pays To Buy Quality"
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MORE ON

Cunningham Makes Farewell Reflections
On Term As Representative In India

THREE CHEERS FOR SIXI

Scot's Forum

Three freshmen, a sophomore and two seniors will
lead cheers for the Scots next

(Continued from Page Two)

year.

So the vaunted Phi Beta Kappa, a perfect right and obligation to
football captain chemistry major take a stand on issues reflecting
is not necessarily better than the the views of the owner.
Since, however, it is a publicly
P.E. major who just scrapes
through on a maximum of D's; he held publication, with its editors

may just have worked harder at
high grades. I contend that even
a Phi Beta Kappa could turn out
to be a cheat, a failure, an infidel,
etc.
So to the antagonists on both
sides of the ensuing argument I

suggest revision of a code of
values. I refrain from plugging
the humanities, but this is what it
resolves to: Evaluation of a person depends not on muscle power
or the number of facts on file, but
rather, on certain unquantifiable
(sorry, scientists) humane terms.
And despite the mechanical and
technical skills and facts one
must accumulate along the way to
be of practical value in society or
in science, it is the development
of the humane element which
should be the concern of mankind and the aim of education.
David W. Seaman
OF POWER

ABUSE

To the Editor:

note with regret the statement
of editorial policy in the April
20 issue of the Wooster Voice,
with regard to its taking a stand
on issues. The problem seems to
be that the editorial staff confuses
the rights of public and privately
I

held property.
If the Voice were privately
owned and financed, it would have

as employees and responsible to
the student body, the paper must,
as a mirror, reflect all views on
campus, not merely those of its
editorial staff.
The Voice has given equal coverage commendably in the Scot
Forum, but this is nullified when
it takes a stand editorially, for
this unequalizes the refraction of
the mirror; more is being reflected
than is taken into the reflector.
I do not ask that the Voice be
all things to all people, but it
must reflect all views, in the Scot
Forum and editorially. If editorials are needed to put across a
point, there should be two, indicating both sides to the given question. The Voice would then speak
for all of the student body, not
67 as it did in the recent honor
system debate.
The abuses of any publicly held
publication taking a stand are
many, but there are two worthy
of note. First, there is the danger
that the stand taken by the editorial staff will represent their views,
not those of the student body.
This would destroy the use of
a student paper, to represent student opinion. The statement under
the heading Wooster Voice on the
front page reads, "Published by
the students of the College of
Wooster." This does not mean a

MORE ON

Gommencement Activities
raittee of the Board of Directors M.S.M. (Master of Sacred Music)
of the B. F. Goodrich Company. degree from Union Theological
Dr. Gould will retire this year Seminary in 1933 and the B.D.
1935.
as president of Carleton College, degree in
a post he has held since 1945,
Dr. Miller was Associate Pastor
to be succeeded by John Nason, of First Church, Warren, Ohio,
president of the Foreign Policy 1935-194During the same perAssociation, former president of iod he was Professor of Organ at
Swarthmore College, and Woos- Mt. Union College and Director
ter commencement speaker last of Mt. Union's Conservatory of
year.
Music. He was Associate Pastor
Mr. Miller is a graduate of
of the First Presbyterian Church
College, A.B. in 1930, at Youngstown 1946-195and
B.Mus. in 1931. He received the has been Pastor since 1952.
6.

The following are some excerpts from Wooster-in-Indi- a
representative Fred Cunningham's farewell reflections made before
he left India this spring.

Carolyn Stevens, who was
on this year's squad, will be

head

cheerleader. Another
Mary Charlotte
was also chosen.
Sophomore Mary Hartley
and frosh Ann Hardy, Merrily
Siepert and Tony Bayley will
also be varsity cheerleaders.
junior,

e.

This is unfair to the program
or candidate that the Voice does
not support, because he or it does
not have the prestige and influence
of the paper and because if he is
a candidate, the money that he
paid into his activity fee to support the Voice is being used to
finance his opposition.
I favor a progressive, imaginative and liberal student newspaper, but it can be these things
only by presenting effectively both
sides to a question in its editorials,
as well as in the Scot Forum.

Mc-Cre-

a,

Vienna- -

Twenty-thre- e

bound

Woosterites, 10 students from other colleges and four summer travelers from Wooster will sail for
Le Harve on June 9.
The itinerary for the Wooster-in-Vienn- a
participants will include Paris, Aachen, Bonn, Spey-er- ,
Rothenburg, Augsburg, Mun-che- n
and Vienna.
Accompanied by Dr. and Mrs.
William I. Schreiber, the participants in the German Summer Session will be Sue Adams, Susanne
Albrecht, Judith Anderson, Nancy
Bourns, Carol Habel, Janice Hie-keBecky McCreight, Dorothy
Morley, Lisa Niemeyer, Gail Toz-iePhyllis Witkowski, Joseph
Berlant, David Brookman, Chris
Deibel, Mark Fulcomer, Alan
Harley, Brooks Harrop, Judson
Elliot, John Lathrop, John Murray, John Orth, Frank Richeson,
Michael Swinger and Bob Wilson.

A NEW VERSE

A 1946 Wooster alumnus, Mrs.
Jean Stuckert Devor of Cleveland,
Ohio, recently sent lyrics for an
additional verse to The Elms Are
In Their Beauty to Mr. Allen Snyder of the Alumni Office.
Mr. Snyder relayed the verse to
Senate President Dave Mortensen
who sent it on to the Voice.
Mrs. Devor's suggested verse
goes:
The Chapel Bell is calling,
We still can hear its sound.
The Rock endures unchanging
Upon this hallowed ground,
And, Wooster, whether far or
near
We love thee more each passing
year.
Thy children stand to honor

y,

r,

Dean Names SR's
Dean of Men Ralph Young
has announced that Pete Parry
and Jim Gordon will serve as
senior residents in Andrews Hall
next year.
Assistant junior residents will
be Bruce Fielitz and Skip Baker.

Our Alma Mater dear.
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that there is unity in diversity. For students to take some responsible
me the diversity is clear but I do action, but neither have made any
not see the unity, nor has anyone kind of serious attempt.
been able to point it out to me.
Through her history the people
Perhaps I have not been here have learned how to receive but
long enough, or perhaps the only have not learned how to give. We
unity is the diversity. This is also are now living in a world where
the way I feel when I try to figure a person who does not give soon
out what my two years here have stops receiving.
meant for me . . .
In the beginning of my remarks '
I am satisfied that some students
there was one emotion which I
have been able to learn English did not
mention, and that is the
from me; that I have been able feeling of
gratitude. At this time
to help some students in their dif- this is
the emotion which is the
ficulties; that I have been able strongest . . . You
have given us
to remove some wrong ideas about
so much and taught us so much
the United States; and especially that,
as I said in the beginning,
that in these two years my faith we shall
never be the same . . .
has become much clearer and
more meaningful.
And there have been frustrations.
It was frustrating to find that
the thinking in India does not
necessarily follow the laws of
Aristotelian logic. It was frustrating to find that often speech was
20 WASHERS
not transferred into action. It was
10 DRYERS
frustrating to find that very selHEAVY DUTY WASHER
dom were the issues of a problem
EXTRACTOR
clear and defined. And it was
difficult to accept the fact that in
DRY CLEANING MACHINE
India problems seem to disappear O AMPLE PARKING IN REAR
rather than get solved . . .
It Is New-C-lean
I wish to make a few comments
Wooster-in-India
about the
proand Complete
gram. I must honestly say that I
am disappointed with the role
OPEN 24 HOURS
Ewing Christian College has taken
in this program.
I expressed the hope all through
the year that the staff and students should find some way to
make a contribution to the pro348 East Liberty Street
gram. I have asked both staff and
,

Woosterians Plan
Austrian Summer

thee,

(Continued from Page One)

Ot-terbe-

handful of students who happen
to be editors, or 67
of the students, but the entire student body.
A second important abuse of
taking a stand editorially in a
student paper is that the influence
and respected opinion of the paper are thrown in favor or in opposition to a program or condi-dat-

The One Stop
Coin Operated
Laundry

WERNER'S
Duds in Suds

TOMES
MOTH

PROOFING
For Your Winter Clothes

in
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(ALL YOU

PAY ARE THE CLEANING CHARGES PLUS INSURANCE)
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SUN

FOR YOUR OTHER. POSSESSIONS

SUMMER STORAGE
$2.50
$2.00
$2.00
$2.00
$2.00
$2.00

Trunk

$1.50

Radio
Typewriter

$1.50
$1.50

or in Case)

Furniture (Tables, Chairs,
Bookcases, NO Davenports)
Lamps, Desk or Floor
Suitcase
Garment Bag
Bed Board
Rug (Not Accepted Unless Cleaned)

$1.00
$1.00
$1.00

Skis

Laundry Rack
Bulletin Board

$ .50

Cooper Cleaners Storage Box
(Remains property of Cooper Cleaners)

Bicycle
Record Player
Record Album

(Boxed

$2.00
$ .50

$1.50

RATES

Boxed and Securely Tied

Each Item for Storage Must Have a Separate Tag
DO NOT PACK DOOKS IN TRUNKS
WALKING

SHORTS

COOPER CLEANERS Boxes will be accepted for Storage. Boxes must be
securely tied and tagged. Box will be made available when you call us or

ONLY

BEACHCOMBERS
SWIM WEAR

contact our Agents.

CABANA SETS

AGENTS

KNIT SHIRTS

COMPTON HALL Merry
Marcia Miller, Kathy Jamison, Diane Moseson
Lomas, Ann Taylor
WESTMINSTER
WAGNER HALL Mary Hartley
Barry French
GABLE Larry Littman
HOLDEN

BOAT NECK KNITS
SWEATER SHIRTS
SHORT SLEEVE SHIRTS

HALL

Storage Articles must be in no later than May 22 unless other arrangements are

For leisure wear,.
For fun in the sun wear,
See our large selection.

made.
$2.00 Deposit

$.50

required for every box. $1.50 will be deducted from total bill.
will be refunded when box is returned.
is

Storage charges other than for clothing must be paid

in

r

advance.

Boxes or trunks in MEN'S RESIDENCES ONLY must be on main floor near exit.
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